
KILL IK
H A N D C R A F T E D R U M



OUR STORY
Born in Belgrave, Victoria, Killik Handcrafted Rum is a family run

distillery that aims to fill the void of great Australian rum.

We wanted to create products that were not only top tier in quality,

but are also the most unique Australian rum you can find.

Our rum utilizes a wild fermentation which leads to a high ester

content referred to as "hogo" in the rum scene. Killik Handcrafted

Rum is the first Australian dedicated rum distillery committed to

this traditional Jamaican style of rum production.

The Killik lineup is perfect for creating classic cocktails

or enjoyed neat.

HIGH ESTER IS THE DIRECTION THE RUM WORLD IS MOVING" "
Callan Pratt - Partner, Killik Handcrafted Rum



KILLIK GOLD
42%ABV 700ML

TASTING NOTES
The high ester nature results in a super
funky Jamaican style distillate loaded
with sweet red fruit characters, cherry,
strawberry lollies & bubblegum. RICHNESS HOGO SOFTNESS

Killik Gold is our flagship product.
Made from the fermentation of
molasses, it is a blend of various
hand picked barrels in order to
achieve a specific flavour profile.

Young high ester stock is
blended with older, more
mellow casks to ensure Killik
Gold's vibrant and bright
characteristics.

While this distillate would be
considered young in
comparison to other rum on
the market, it is not just
about being 'smooth'. We
pack as much flavour as
possible into the bottle to
deliver the most interesting
and complex rum that we
can.



KILLIK
SILVER

UNDERPROOF
42%ABV700ML

OVERPROOF
59%ABV700ML

TASTING NOTES
Killik Silver is a high ester white, packed
with hogo flavours.You will notice strong
aromas of pineapple, stone fruit, pear,
bubblegum & a touch of molasses. RICHNESS HOGO SOFTNESS

Killik Silver is the mixologist's dream come true. Utilizing old world high ester
production methods, this distillate delivers a funky style of rum that put many
classic cocktails on the map.

Killik Silver Overproof benefits from a higher ABV, concentrating the intensity of
the hogo characters, allowing it to shine through in long cocktails.



Mango splice

PERFECT WITH
KILLIK SILVER

Set aside the vanilla
cream. In a cocktail
shaker, vigorously shake
all other ingredients
together until smooth &
creamy. Pour into a tall
glass with ice and top
with the vanilla cream.
Freeze-dried mango to
garnish.

60ML KiLLiK SiLVER

60ML MANGO PUREE

60ML FRESH LiME

60ML SiMPLE SYRUP

30ML APRiCOT NECTAR

1TSP ALBUMiN POWDER

TOPPED WiTH VANiLLA CREAM

{

Tart tropical fruit
characters highlight

Killik Silver's fruity
esters, while the vanilla

cream & lime clash & play
off of eachother.
Perfection.



Our twist on the Pain Killer cocktail with a tonne of "funk". Killik Gold
adds that special something that you can't quite put your finger on, but

know you absolutely love!

PERFECT WITH KILLIK GOLD

60ML KiLLiK GOLD

120ML PiNEAPPLE JUiCE

30ML ORANGE JUiCE

30ML COCONUT CREAM

TOPPED WiTH GRATED NUTMEG
& POWDERED CiNNAMON
{

Painkillik

Combine ingredients
in a cocktail shaker
with ice. Shake until
the ice is crushed.

Pour into a tiki glass
and sprinkle a pinch
of grated nutmeg and
powdered cinnamon.

Garnish with
cinnamon sticks.



KILLIK & HOGO
Most Killik Handcrafted Rum products feature

prominent hogo characteristics. Hogo is what gives
Killik its unique, complex & fruity flavour.

Originally a Jamaican style, hogo is an easily
identifiable flavour which is the result of wild

fermentation. It is commonly characterized by its
potent, funky nose and taste. It can be very difficult to
define and can vary wildly. In the case of Killik, it is
often very fruity with strong aromas of tropical fruit,
over-ripe banana, strawberry, and a distinct milkiness.

This is the most unique Australian rum you will find.

Killik Handcrafted Rum is proud to be the first
Australian hogo rum distillery.



Please visit our cellar door in Belgrave

for the full Killik experience.

64-68 Monbulk Rd, Belgrave, VIC 3160

Follow us on Facebook & Instagram for updates & new products!

KILLIK.COM.AU


